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ABSTRACT. This paper presents radar-altimeter scattering models fi_, each of

thc diagenetic zones of the Greenland ice sheet..\.\FE radar-altimeter waxc['orms

obtained during lhe 1991 and 1993 NASA muhi-sensor airborne altimetry

experiments over Greenland reveal that the Ku-band retm'n pulse changes sip

nificantly with the different diagenetic zones. These changes are due to varying

amounts of surface and volume scattering in the return wavefi)rm.

In the ablation and soaked zones, wherc surface scattering dominates the AAFE
return, geoph}sical parameters such as rms surt:ace height and rms sur['ace slope are

obtained })y fitting tin' waveforms to a surl'ace-scattering model. Wavefi),ms flom the
percolation zone show that sut>sur['ace ice fi'aturcs have a much more significanl effect

on the return pulse than the surrosmding srmwpack. Model percolation waveforms,

created using a combined surt_,ce- and volume-scattering model and an ice-f'eature

distribution obtained during the I993 field season, agree well with actual .\AFE

waveforms taken in the same thne period. Using a cornlfined surfi,ce- and volmne-

scattering model for the dry-snow-zone return waveforms, the rms sty'face height and

slope and the attenuation coefficient _)f the snowpaek are ol)tained. These scattering
m()dels not o),ly allow geophysical parameters of the ice sheet to be measured but also

help in lhe underslanding of satellite radar-ahimeter data.

1 . INTRODUCTION

It has been shown by several authors that the scattc,'ing

and emission processes in lhe microwave fl'equency region

are affected by sul>surface inhomogeneities in the

Greenland ice sheet [Z_ally, 1977; Zxvally and Gloer-

son, 1977; Comiso and others, 1982; Swift and others,

19851. These sub-surface fi:atures have been recorded l)y

glacMogists and are one of several diagenetic Facies, or

physical and chemical characteristics, used to divide ice

sheets into zones. In 1962, Benson (1962 I, determined tha!

the Greenland ice sheet has ablation, soaked, percolation

and dry-snow zones. Changes in Ku-band satellite radar-

ahimeter wavel_wms over the differcnt diagenetic regions

of Greenland have been noted and analyzed {Ridley and

Partington, 1988; Pa,'tington and others, 1989; Davis and

Moore, 1993). These satellite waveforms show t t)a_t

returns fi'om some areas of lhe ice sheet have both a

surlhee- and volume-scattering component. The volume

or sul)-surface component is due to penetration of the Ku-

band pulse into the ice sheet. Determining the amount of.

the radar return caused hy surfitce refleclion as opposed

to sub-surface scattering is, however, very dif'ficull.

Another issue that needs more thorough analysis is the

response of the radar to ice features in the percohttion

zone. A more in-depth understanding of the elTecls of the

diagenelic zones on the radar-altimeter waveform will not

only help determine il" there are biases in ahilude

measurements due to penetration lint will als() alh)w

mapping of the diagenetic boundaries.

In 1991, NASA conducted a muhi-sensor airborne

altimetry cxperiment ovcv the Greenland ice sheet. This

experiment was the first in a series oflficnnial experiments

aimed at measuring small-scale changes in the topog-

raphy and mass balance of the icc sheet and at

tmderstanding the effects of penetration of a Ku-l)and

radar-ahimeter pulse into the ice sheet. The NASA

Advanced Application Flight Experiment (.\.\FE) Ku-

band radar ahimeler, reflirbished by the Xlicrowave

Rcmotc Sensing I.ab()ratory at the Universit,, of

Massachusetts in 1990, participated in this experimen!

along xvhh the NASA Airborne Oceanographic I,idar

(.\el.:, lhe NASA AM)orne Terrain l.aser Ahimcter

System (ATI.:\S) and the NASA Ka-band Surface

Contour Radar (SCR}. The experiment consisted of 10

flights over flw Greenland ice sheet between 22 August

and 20 Septeml)cr 1991 aboard file NASA P-3 aircraft.

P()sitional infi)rmation provided 1)y three Gl()l)al P()sitim>

ing System (GPS) receivers ab()ard the NASA P-3 was

used to conlrol the autopilot of the aircraft. This syslcm

allowed accurate positioning under the European Remote

Sensing satellite (ERS- 1) trajectory and enabh:d accurate
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repeal missions oll all flight lira's. The missions wevc flown

over the ice sheet fi'om Simdrcstri_m Air Forcc Base (now

known as Kangerlussuaq) on the west coast of Greenland

at an averagc ahitudc of 100 m above the surface, and the

flight lines covered an area between 65 ° and 75 ° N.

.\I1 oF the remote-sensing radar and laser instrumcnts

provided information about the aircraft ahitude above

the ice sheet. The GPS receivers, on tl_le other hand,

calculated the aircraft ahitudc above the ellipsoid, x_;hich

is a reference around tile su,'t:,_ce of lilt' Earth. The

diffcrencc between thcsc two measurements is the actual

ice-sheet ahitude above the ellipsoid.

In 1993, the :\.\FE radar oh;rector, AOI, laser

altimeter and ATI..\S laser ahimeter participatcd in the

Greenhmd experiment again, along with the Coherent

.\nta,'ctic Radar Depth Sounder (CARDS) buih t) 3" tile

University of Kansas. Between 23 June and 9Jul) I993,

the NASA P-3 aircraft flcw 11 missions that covcrcd an

area between 61 ° and 7418 on the ice shccl.

The 1991 and 1993 experimental flights over Green-

land passed over the ablation, soaked, percolation and

dry-snow diagcnctic zones of tile ice shccI. Since the

airborne ahimctcr is uual)le to distinguish between the

reflective characteristics of the ablation and soaked zones,

these regions are referred to as one in this paper. As the six

representative wav,.'foln]s ill Figure 1 show, thc AAFE

radar-altimeter returns reccivcd fiom tile various zones

differed significantly in shape. Each (if the waveforms in

Figure 1 is normalized in power _ith a single-range bin

equivalent lit 2.77 ns or 41.67cm, and the latitude and

longitude where each _ave['()rm was receivcd, along with

the ice ahitudc above the ellipsoid at that point, are

noted. These variations in the waveform shape are due to

differences in the scat tcring properties _Jf the various zones

of the ice sheet. Figure 2 shows the boundaries o[" the

diagenctic zones in Grccnhmd as well ;Is thc location on

the ice shcct where each wavcform was obtained.

\Vavef,rms 1 and 2, which have a large slope or sharp

leading edge and a sharp trailing cdge come fi'om the

abhttion and soaked zone, respectively. The trailing edges

on waveform 3, which is from the percolation zone, has a

smaller slope than wavefilrms 1 and 2, while the leading

edges remain sharp, and wa\'cfi_rm 4, also flom the

percolation zone, has a notable second peak. \Vavcforms

5 and 6, which were obtained near the summit in the dry-

snow zone, still have a sharp leading edge but their

trailing edge is long and gently sloping. These airborne-

ahi,neter wavcforms do not look like typical satellite-

altimeter waxcforms due to differences in bcamwidth and

fi_olp,'iut size. Thcse diffcrences arc explained in greater

detail in the discussion and concluding remarks section of

this paper.
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Fig. 2. Simplified di.wribulion qf the diagenetic zones in

Greenland according to Bemon, and/he location of lke sir

altimeter wm,(forms (f Figure I.

The interaction of the AAFE ahimetcr 13.9 GHz pulsc

with the different diagenetic zones can bc determined by

calcuhtting the dielectric properties of the snow and the

depth of" penetration in each region. Since snow is a

heterogeneous mixture of air, ice and liquid water, all of

which have known dielcctric constanls, the dielectric

constant of snow, e_, can bc approximated. Measurements

in thc microwave region show that, at a given fiequcncy,

cs depcnds mainly on thc density of the snow, p,_, and the

percentage o[liquid-watcr content, inv. ,.ks the percentage

of liquid-water content increases, lmth thc reid, els, and

imaginary, e",,, parts of the diclcclric constant increase.

An increase in dcusi W also causes an increase in the

dielectric constant. This increase, however, maiM) affects

the real part of % Dry snow, which has a liquid-water

content t)rzero, has an e's that dcpt'ntls only on the snow

density, and an e", thitl dellcntts on the snow density and

on the diclcctric constant of pure ice, el, at the

measuremcnt fl-equency (l,_Thtby anti ()thcrs, 1986)+

Models such as tile Detlyc-like model and the Polder

Van Santeen model can he used to cal(ulatc the dielectric

constant of snow. For snow That has some water content,

the Debye-like modcl approximates the dMectric con-

Stallt:, (v,',,,_ as

0.073m_. .31
e'w,, = 1 + 1.83p_ + O.02m{, ms +

1 + (f/f,,)2

, O.073(f/fo)mlv aI
( WS

1 + (f/fo) 2 (1)

where the effective relaxation fi'cquency of wet snow, _,, is

9.07GHz {Hallikainen and others, 1986). The Polder

Van Simteen model approximatcs the dielectric constant

(If dry snow, eds, fls

e'd_ = (1 + 0.51p_) a

d',l._ = 3.275p, d'i t dq tze ,l._ + 1)
(< + 2<,.,)(< + 2(+',1_)_) (2)

(Ulaby and others, 1986). Both models agree well with

measured resuhs (Stilcs and (rhtby, 1980; Ulaby and

Stiles, 1980; Hallikainen and others, 1986). Once thc

dielectric constant of snow at 13.gGtiz has been

estimated, the attenuation ctmfficicnt, ct, and Ihe deptll

+)f penetration, 8p, at this fi'C(luency can bc cah'ulated

using

2rr IL_[¢_- I (3)

antl

1

,5l, = 2(_-- (1)

i Ulal)y and others, 19821:. When tile depth of penetration

is known, the type of scattering in the ablati<m, s<_akcd,

percolation and dry-snow zones can bc dctermined and

uscd to model thc a]liFltclcr rettlrlt WaVC[})I'H].

2, SCATTERING MODELS OF THE DIAGENETIC

ZONES OF GREENLAND

A. Ablation- and soaked-zones model

Studies of the ablation and soaked zones in Greenhtnd

reveal that the upper layers of snow arc wet and dense

due to sumnaer mehing. Mcasurements of snow dcnsity in

the summer months range fiom 0.4 to 0.6Mgm s

[Benson, 19621 , and the percentage of liquid-water

contenl may be as high as 3°4. Estimating the dielectric

constant of tile snow using tit(' Dcl)yc-like modcl ;rod then

cah'ulating n and ¢5p with Equations (3), and ""l", gives an

attenuation coefficient great(-r than 21Npm 1 or

186dBm _ and a d('l)th of penetration less than 2.0cm

ill 13.9GHz. During the transitional season fiom tlw

summer inching months or June and July to thc winter

season beginning around October, the at)httion and

soaked zones may not have a high water contenl but

thc snowpack will remain dense and still ]lave it high

attenuation coefficient. These approximate calculations oF

ct and 8_, shiny that there is little surl_wc penetrati<m lit

13.9GHz, even in August and September, and thcrcforc

radar-ahiuwtcr returns in these regions are predomin-

atttly due to surface scattering.

Surfat:c scattering from a randomly distributed rough

surt:acc has been describcd by Brown (1977) as tilt'

convolution of tilt" flat-surface impulst" response with the

distribution of height scatterers. Thc flat-surfhce impulse

response, Pf._(t), is cah'ulated by assuming it transmitted

impulse and using tile radar range equation

i,,),2f e(t-
Pf,(t)- _ R' dA (5)(,ln) Jill,, .........

where lilt" gain of the radar antenna is approximatcd as

g(o) = Goe 4h'202'/0_ (6)

(Barrick, 19721,. The backscatter coefficient fi)r the sur['ace

is

cr°(O)- ]-'(0°) e ,,,?oLd
s 2 cos---5 0 (7)
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,Jackson and others, 1992), where F(0 °) is the power-

reflection coefficient at nadir and s is the rms surf'ace

sh)pe, but, for small incidence angles, it can be

approximated by

P(0 °) 0_/_
_°(0) = -7-° (8)

Convolving Pt;(t) with a Gaussian height distribution of

scattcrcrs with a standard deviation of Crh leads to a

rough-surfilce impulse response of

-g (9)

g=

1.2

1.0
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50

ctct't*_l aza=vefor'rn _h : O.IZ rrz
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a
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x_'tlCFC

Pt)?-G°'2V(O°) (10)
Co = 32a_ 2 ,

2H
"r=t---, (11)

C

2v_oh
t,, - , (_2)

C

2H ff81n2 1) -It_ = - + (13)

and erfc is the complementary error function (Barrick,

1972; Brown, 1977). The total rough-surface s,,'stem

response is then calculated by convolving flw rough-

surface impulse response with the system point-target

response, which can be approximated as a Gaussian pulse

with a 3dB width of rp and a standard deviation of

%, = 0.125rp (Brown, 1977,. The resuh is die same as

Equation (9), except tp is now defined as

tp = V_ +ap 2 • (14)

The rms surface height, at,, and rms surface slope, s,

are the two surface parameters that determine tile shape

of the returrl wavelbrm. A change in ot, affects the slope of

the leading edge of the return waveform, while a change

in s affects the slope of tile trailing edge. To determine

values of 0rb, s and H or range, :\:\lq_ return waveforms

are fitted using the least-mean-squared error (LMSE)

meth,)d ,Carnahan and others, 1969; Press and others,

1988) to a non-It,war five-parameler model, which it

Equation (9) plus a parameter, a, representing the noise

floor of" the waver'otto, or

Co elt,,/t,?e_(2w, t,/erfe ( tp _ _I,P..t,_t)(r) = a 4- llas 2 . \g . (15)

,\ltimeter waveforms fiom the ablation and soaked

zones have the same shape as the model in Equation (15).

\Vhen the surface-scatwring rnodel is fitted to waveform 2

of Figure l, as shown in Figure 3a, the I.MSE fit yMds a

O'h oF 0.12m and an s of 5.fF. In the percolation zone,

however, return waveforms, such as waveforms 3 and 4 of

Figure 1, do not look like typical surface-scattering

returns. Wavcforna 4, shown in Figure 31) along with

the model fit, has a trailing edge that differs considerably

ti'om a surfit.ce-scattering wavcl'orrn, and therefore the

values of s are not relevant. Ahhough waveforms in the
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Fig. 3. (a) Su?filce-scallering modal.fit to waveform 2 of

Figure I; (b) Swface-_watlering model.fit Io waveform 4

of Fig,,re l; (c) Su_,ce-scatte, ing model fit to waveform

6 of Figure 1.

dry-snow zone, such as wavefi)rm 6 in Figure 1, look like

surthce-scattering returns, fitting them to the surface-

scattering model, as shown in Figure 3(7, rcsuhs in

abnornaally high values of .5. It is unlikely that surface

scaltcring it the only component contributing to the

,eturn waveform in the percolation and dry-snow zones.

Even though the milling edge of the wavef()rm is

scnsltive lo dw different diagenetic zones of the ice sheet,

there it always a surface componenl in the return due to

the dielectric interface between the air and the snowpack.

This return fi'om the surface creates tile sharp h'ading

edge shown in all of the waveforms in Figure I. Since the

rms stu'facc height, rrh, is determined from the leading

edge of the relurn, it can be measured 133' fitting Equation

(15) to AAFE waveforms. Figure 4a shows the ice
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Fz_,. 4..1 leasurementv of the rms sulface hezght over a ;oulhwe._l to northeasoqight line. (a) The actual altitudes measured

and (b) the rms szo._lee height determined tO,filling 960 averaged wave.finms to the surface-scattering mode! in Equation

(m).

ahitudes from a southwest to n(wtheast ])ass over the ice rms surf.lee-slope values resuhing fi-om tilting Equation

sheet and Figure 41) shows the corresponding rms surface- (15) to A:\FE return waveforms. Since a value of ,s

hcigln values over the flight line, where each measure- greater than or equal to 15.6 ° represents a full antenna

ment represents a fit to 960 averaged waveforms. The Ix'am (see Discussion and C,oncluding Remarks fin,

average rms surfitce heighl over this section of the ice details'), any s grealer than this is mcaningh'ss. O\cr

sheet is ,!-9 cm and the standard deviation flom the mean this flight section, the average and slandard devialion of,'+

is 33 cm. Figure 4b also shows the approximate location of

the diagenctic transiti(ms and the mean and standard

deviation of the rms surface height for each individual

diagenetic region of the ice sheet. The higher wflues [br ah

in the ablation and soaked zones correspond t() the

greater variability in ice altitude in Figure 4a, while the

lower values in the dry-snow zone correspond lo the

smoother ice ahitudes.

Since the trailing edge of the ahimeter wavefiwm is

affected ])y sub-surface and volume scattering, the rms

are 9.0 ° and 3.6 _, respectively, but these slopes appear to

1)c higher than expected. Since typical ocean rms slope

vahtes range t)etwecn 5" and 8" _Jackson and others,

1992), expected ice vahws for s would be even snmlh'r.

The trailing edge of the return wavefi:wm is also affected

l)y aircraft mispoinling angle and slope-induced error,

which is the error induced on the reltlrll waveform duc Io

a sloping surface within the radar-allimeler fi)Oll)rint

,{Brenner and others, I983). Both mispointing angle and

slope-induced error make the trailing edge of the

surthce slope, s, cannol be determined ])y fitting i'c[urn waveGwm

waxeforms from 1lle percolation and dry-snow zones to a

surfitce-scattering model. Relurns from the ablation and

soaked zones, however, are predonfinandy due to surface

scattering and therefore can be used lo measure s. Figure

5a shows the ice altitudes over a section of the ablation

and soaked zones and Figure 5b shows the corresponding

extend out fitrthcr and therefiwe create a

larger value of .s when the wa\+efin'tn is fitted to the

surface-scattering model. Since the average mispointing

angle over the flight section is less than 1.2 +' and the more

reasonable values of s correspond to the flat regions in

Figure 5a while the high wtlues correspond to the high

slope areas, it is quite probabh" that the high values of s
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are the resuh of slope-induced error. For aircraft radar-

ahimeter mcasuremems, these errors only affect the shape

of the trailing edge and therefore, if they are not

exceptionally large, they do not affect the range

measurement, which is taken fiom the leading edge.

B. Percolation-zone model

In the percolation zone, where there is some summer

mehing, liquid water percolates down into the sub-surface

snow and refreezes into ice layers, ice pipes and ice lenses.

Straligraphic studies reveal that these ice structures arc

located anywhere between 0.1 and 5m below the ice-

sheet surface (Benson, 19621,. Since this zone is a

transition region bet_,een the soaked and dry-snow

zones, the ]i(luid-water content may vary From 3 Li,near

the border of' the soaked zone to 0% near the dry-snow

zone. Similarly, the density of the snow may range fi'om

0.5 to 0.3Mgm s. Such a large change in the snow

properties resuhs in a vast range of" attenuation co-

efficients and depths of penetration in this region.

The numerous odd-shaped sub-surface structures in

the percolation zone, as well as the range o[" penetration

depths, make it more dimcuh to model than the soaked .

and ablation zoner. As the fi)ur ahimeter return

waveForms in Figure 6 show, the sub-surt_tcc ice Features

in the percolation zone affect the waveform shape. Since

the ice lenses, pipes and layers are usually greater than

10cm in diameter and are large relative to the 2.16cm

ahimeter wavelength, the resulting scatter flom these ice

structures is in the optical regime or the geometric optics

limit (l.Tlaby and others, 1981),. Therefore, the return

fiom the ice features dominates an}, scattering fiom the

surrounding snow, and thc percolation zone can bc

modeled as large volume-scatterers in a constant

dielectric mcdium. As a resuh, th.e radar-altimeter return

is cah'ulated using the volumc-scattering radar-range

equation ':Swirl and others, 1985), which is

P,.,.(t) - p_A2V 2 [ e(t - 2(_ + _))G2(O)

(4rr) a Jill.......,,1 R'

• e-2< (rc-mo)rl,.(t V
(]6)
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September 199I mission.
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where the antenna gaiu C(0) is defined hi Equation (6,, T

is lhe powerqransmission coefficient, 17o is the distance

fiom the radar to the surface, R is a variable represenling

the range to the stll)-sttrfitce scatterers and ('s = ¢/v_,_ is

the velocity of propagation in the snow. This analysis is

carried out ill cylindrical coordinates aud therefin'e (iV =

pdpdtdh where h is the depth below the surface. The

extinction coefficient, ,%, is defined ;is the sum of the

power-absorption coefficient, h:a, and lhe power-scatter-

ing coefficient, _,'.,, or _"e = *q_ + '%. Since the scattering

losses in snow are negligible relative lo the absorption

losses at frequencies below 15GHz (Stiles and Ulaby,

198t; Hallikainen and others, 1986), n_, for the percol-

ation zone is

h'<__ _,,= 2_t (17)

where o_ is the attenuation coefficient of the snow. Thus,

the exponential component in Equation (16) represents dw

two-way power attenuation in the loss} dielectric media.

The volume-backscatter coefficient, r/v, in Equati(m

(16) is due to the ice lenses, pipes and layers and is defined

as the product of oB, the l)ackscatter cross-scction per

particlc and n, the densily per unit volume, or

rh, - nert_ (18)

(Swift and others, 1985). In the percolation zone,

however, the ice ['eatures are not distributed evenly with

depth and may be larger at certain depths. Thercfine,

n = n(p,¢,h) = n(p,h) (19)

orb = oB(p, 45, h) = orB(p, h) (20)

assuming independence of ¢. For a firsl-order approx-

imation, the distribution is assumed to be independent of

p resuhing in n(h) and cq_(h,).

Substituting these resuhs into Equation (I6) and

perfin'ming the integral gives

81n2 c

t',,(r) = Cle o,? rr r

r -81n2 c le_2n<,j
• c0_-aT-77

:0

,>o
P,v(7-)=0 7-< o (21)

where Cl and 7- arc defined as

pt A2T_-G,, 2

C1 - 32rr2H a (22)

2H
r = t-- (23)

C

In the percolation zone, the surface backscatter

component of the ahimcter return wavc[brm is due it)

the air snow boundary, while lhe volume backscatter

component is duc to the optical vohmae scattering in the

snb-sur_tce snow. As a result, the total return power,

Pr(7-), is the incoherent sttm of these two components,

/,, (7-)= An_(7-) + BPr,(7-) (24)

where .4 anti B are the percentages ()f snr_ce- and

vohunc-return power, respectively.

To determine the volume-scattering component of the

radar return, it is iml)()rtant to knmv tile distrihution t)fl_

and orb vs depth. Unfi)rtunalely, there is limited

docunwntatitm on these parameters due it) the difficuhy

in obtailfing the measurements. Thus, in the 1993

Greenland ground-lruth experiment :it Dye 2, a saml)le

distril)ution of ice layers, h'nses and pipes was ol)iained..\

5m by 3m area of the ice sheet was probed at 10cm

increments using a marked steel rod which was pressed

into the snowpack until it hit ice. The raw data fiom this

experiment are shown in Figure 7. To validale this

prol)ing experiment, a pit was dug ahmgside the 5 m 1))
3m area and each 10cm vertical wall was documented

fin" size and location of ice fcalures.

..ks Figure 7 shows, there was a ct)ntinuous ice layer at

a det)th of l in and the flfickness of lhis layer fluctuated

bet_een 1 and 3cm. Oilier samt)h" lilts dug several

hundred meters away fl'om this pit also had an ice layer ill

a deplh of I m. This layer may have been the Stil'l;/t'e flonl

a previous summer and it shows thal some ice layers in dw

percohttion zone may exlend over ver) large areas. The

results flom this l)rt)bing experiment were used to creale

the sample distribution "of _'_(b) shown in Figure 8. It is

clear ti'om this sampl(' thai the ice fealtlres d() not have a

standard distril)ulion. In this cast-, lhey fended In be

located between 37 and t2cm, t)ctween 46 and t9cm,

betx_een 59 and 61cm, between 63 and 70cm and

1)ct_een 78 and 81 cm. The ice layer a[ lm is not

included in this distribution.

l)ctermining the backscalier coefficient orb is as

difficult its calculating n(h). Figure 9 is a picture taken

during the 1993 Grccntand experiment of :in ice pip(-

leading down to an ice lens. Since the AAFE altimeter is

nadir-viewing, these ice [('atures would be viewed by the

instrument from their top surfittc. Ill the optical regime, a

target with gradual curving snrfitces and an arl)itrary

shape has a backscatlcr coefficient or

0"13 = 71"(/1(/2 iF(0)[ (25)

where r(0) is the reflection coeffieienl at normal incidence

1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0

Lengih (m)

49.0 GG.O 83.0 I00.0

Ice Depfh Below Surface (em)

Fig. 7. ,-1 sample dishib,Hio,t of &c ice.fi,atu,es in a 5 m by

3m area of Ihe Ur:enland ice sheet al Dye 2• Each

measuremen! represenl._ tl: depth lDal life sh'e! rod hit ice.
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and al and a2 are the radii ofcurvalure in the two phmes

of obscrx'ation (Swift and others, 1985). Density measure-

ments o1" the ice featurcs taken during the 1993

experiment were between 0.86 and 0.91 Mgm _. Since

this is very close to the density of pure ice, which is

0.916 3.[g m 3, the dielectric constant of pure ice, q, may

Fig. 9. Picture of a, ice pipe and an ice lena taken during the

1993 Greenland ground-truth evperimenl at Dye 2.

bc used to calculate r(0) or

r(O) - v/77 - v/?7 (26)
,#7+,/7;

" ' ('r[sm_ ground-truth measurements of snow density and

water content along with the Debyc-like model in

Equation (l) to approximate the dielectric cons/ant of

the surrounding snow resuhs in e, values ranging fiom

1.76+j.001 to 1.83 +j.05 and an r(0) between 0.13

j.006 and 0.17 j.008.

Ice pipes in the percolation zone are typically .t 7 cm

in diameter and their size is independent of depth in the

first meier o1" the snowpack. In addition, since they are

viewed by thc radar ahimeter fiom their top sur['ace, the}"

appear to bc circular. Therefiwe, the average backscalter

cross-section of an ice pipe in the percolation zone is

O'Bicepipe(//) = O'Bicepipe _-28dBsm. The ice lenses, on

the other hand, are larger at greater depths. I.enses

within 60cm oF the surl_ace are typically 10 20cm in

diameter, while those closer to 80 cm arc often 50 60 cm

in diameter. The resuhing average backscalter cross-

section fi_r such ice lenses is ol,_i,:,,l(,._(h =60cm)

20dBsm and al,_i,.<_,_(h = 80cm)_-SdBsm. Finally,

a continuous ice layer, such as the one throughout the

Dye 2 area located at 1 m, is larger than the reca of the

AAFE fi_otprint, and therefore its backscattcr cross-

section is limited by the l]_otprinl area to O-Bicelayer

(h-lm) _ 20dBsm. Since the ice feature with the

largest contributing backscatter cross-section in the

percolation zone is the continuous ice layer, it is the

dominant scatterer, but the ice lenses and pipes are closer

to the surface, and the incoming signal is not attenuated

as much 1)eforc it interacts with them.

Although these ground-truth data give an idea of the

size and distribution of ice features, they represent only

one sample in the percolation zone, which covers a large

area of the ice sheet. These resuhs can be inserted iuto

EquatioI1 {21), however, to get an idea of their effects on

the return wavefi:,'nl, For example, a model optical

volume-scattering return is created using Equation (21),

the sample distribution of,(h) in Figure 8 along with the

ice layer al 1 m and the ground-truth values ofcrlt. To gel

the total rettlln power, _, in Equation (24}, this optical

volume-scattering model is combined with a model

surt:ace return having typical values o[" 0.20 m and I ° for

orh and s, resuhing in the fina] model percolation-zone

wavefi_rm in Figure 10a. ,ks expected, the ice layer has the

largest effect on the wavcfo,'m, creating the second peak

at 1 m fiom the surface. Figure 10b is an actual ,\AFE

return wavefi)rm obtained _rOlll the Dye 2 area during the

1993 ground-truth experiment. This waveform exhibits a

second peak similar to that in the model waveform in

Figure 10a. The satellite ahimcters do not typically

observe these double-peak wavefonns because the average

depth of the ice layer varies over the much larger satellite

l'ootprint and therefore the ice-layer effect will not be as

pronounced in the waveform.

Both the model and actual waveforms agree with

resuhs from the ground-based Ku-band FMC\V radar

operated at Dye 2 during the 1993 ground-truth

experiment. Nadir resuhs fin" this radar show a sig-

nificant return from the surface and fiom the ice layer at
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Fig. lO. Altimeter model and achml relurns fiom the

percolation zone• (a) The combined su(face and volume-

seatlering model and (b) actual A.1FE return wavefiffm

from the percolation zone.

lm and smaller returns fiom the ice lenses and pipes

,:Jezek and others, 1994; Zabel and others, 199,1-: personal

communication from I. Zabel, 1993). Thercfiwe, when a

continuous ice layer is present in the percolation zone, it is

the dominant scatterer and has the greatest efIect on the

AAFE return wavefiwm.

Ahhough lilts model agrees with some of the ahimeter

returns ffon_ the percolation zone, it does not explain

other more complex wavefi_rms such as those in Figure 6.

Since both n(h) and ol_(h) play an iml)ortant role in the

return waveform and both may vary significamly through

the percolation zone, if. is difficuh to invert the relation-

ship in Equation oI_,., and determine n(h) and o-[_(h) from

an actual waveform. Equation (21) does, however, show

the relationship between the rclurn and n(h) and oll(h),

and allow samph" distributions to be inserted and

manipulated to illustrate the effect on the return

x*V ave _ornl.

C. Dry-snow-zone model

In the dry-snow zone, where there is no summer inching,

the density of the snow is low and the liquid-water

content is 0%. Measured values of snow dcnsity, which lie

between 0.23 and 0.38Mgm 3 (Benson, 1962') resul{ in

attenuation cocfficients less titan 0. I Npm ] or ldBm l

and depths of penetration greater than 5m. Such a tow

altenuation cocfficient suggests that a significant compon-

ent of the relurn wavcform is due to volume scattering

from the sub-surt;_tce snow.

The scattering due to the sub-surface volume, Pry(t), is

again calculated using the volume-scattering radar-range

equation ,'[Swift and others, 1985):

r_a_T _- [ e(t - 2)(_+ _---_ C-(0)
P,.v(t)- _ _ c..(4_) J_,_........o_

• e-a,_(R Ro)q,.dI.." " (27)

The individual snow grains, which are less than 0.5 mm in

this region, are small relative to the 2.16 cm wavelengfl/of

the altimeter. Thcrefi)re, the volume scattering is primarily

duc to Rayh'igh scaHering Ulaby and others, 1981). As a

resuh, the volume-backscatter coe[t]cient, 1Iv, is

r/.... nol_ (28)

where o-B is the Rayleigh backscatter cross-section per

particle and n is lhe density per unit volunae. In the dr_,-

snow zone, the densi b of flw snowpack and lhe size of the

snow grains are fitirly constant in the upper several meters

(Ling, 1985), resuhing in an o1_ and n thai are constant

with position. The resuhing return power due to the

Rayleigh volume scaHcring is

1 (e 2..... -e -a_') r> 0
/'rv(r) = C23c - 2_.;

P,.v(r) = 0 r < 0 (29)

where

and

Pi v_)_2 T2Go2 r/,.

U2 = 32_2 tt a , (30)

81n2
,. (31)

fl - HOB-

2H
r = 1-- (32)

C

C

cs- x/?_,. (33)

Equation (29) was obtained by performing dw integral ill

Equation (27) in cylindrical coordinalcs. Davis and

XIoore (1993) obtained similar resuhs by performing

the analysis in spherical coordimncs. Figurc 11 shoxvs how

varying the atlenualion coefficient, n:, o1" the sul)-surfaee

snow affects lhe shape of the volume-scattering return..ks

ct approaches infinity, the depth of penelration goes to

zero and, as expected, the volume-scal{ering return goes

to zero. On the other hand, as ct goes to zero, the depth of

penetralion approaches infinity and P_,.(r) becomes a

function of the antenna t)camwidth.

As in the percolation zone, lhc total return power,

Pr(r), is the incoherent sum of the surface- and volume-

backscatter components. The series of wave['orms in Figure

12 illustrates the effect of varying the attenuation

coefficient on the total return power. This is done t)y

changing the snow density and liquid-water COlllCnl using

Equations (1) and (2). The first waveform shows that a

liquid-water content of 3% resuhs in a return that is

predominantly due to surface-scattering. Sul>surface

scattering effects do nol appear unlil the liquid-water

content approaches 0%. The fifllowing wavefiwn_s in

Figure 12 illustrate the effecl of keeping the liquid-water
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Fig. 1.7. Co,_[Jined _,,/lce a,Td Ra),teiglt _,ohone-scatlering

modd fil to _,a_,_,r111 6 in Figure 1.

conieni i_l zero and reducing the snou densit) fi'om 0..t0 to
0.27 Mgm s.

Vidues t,f the attenuation coe_cienl in the dr)'-snow

zone are determined using an I-MSE fit to a non-linear

seven-parameter model, _hich is the sum of Equation

,:12t} and a noise-tloor parameter or

P_ (_t)(r) = a + AP,.,(T) + BP,,(r). (31)

This combined surlhce and Rayleigh volume-scatlering

model explains a return wavcfi)rm su('h as wavcform 6 in

Figure 1, which has a sharp leading edge and a long, gently

slt_ping trailing edge. :ks Figure 13 slmws, lhe combined
model tit to wavefi_rm 6 yields Oh = 0.42 m, s = 2.6 °, m --

0.1 Npm i and 8p =5.0 m, which are reasonable stir[ace

and sub-surface parameters fi_r the dr)'-snow zone. Using

the ;dtcnua/ion coefficient, r_, and assmning the snow is dr):

and has my = 0%, resuhs in an approximale snow densil.,,

¢,fp, = 0.29 Mg m :s. A/(rnuation coegicients From a section

of the dry-snow zone obtained by fitting the combined

model ill Equation ,34) to :'_AFE return waveforms have
an average of 0.11 Npm _or I dBm _. This is equivalent to

an approximate snow density of/3., = 0.28.klgm 3. Davis

and Zwall) (1993) fitted a similar combined surface- and

volume-scattering model to GEOSAT radar-altimeler
waveforms and obtained values between 0.1 and

0.15Npm _ in the dry-snow zone at 7TN, which was

the upper extent of the SL\SAT satellite coverage.

Figure 14a and t) show values of o-_, and s fiom the
same fil Io Equation {34). The values of crl, are similar _o

th_se stt_wn in Figure !-b over this same flight section,
which were obtained when the wax efi)rms were titled to
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will ('reate an AAFt'_ waveform that is approximately 30

40 range bins wide flom the beginning of the leading cdgc

to the end of" lhe trailing edge. The SE,\S.-kT satellite

radar ahimcter had a similar pulse width of 3.2 ns, but its

1.6 _ beamwidth and 800 k,n orbit (Davis, 1992) resuh it]

putse-]imited and beam-limited fi)otprint radii of greater

than 875 m and 11 km, respectively. As a resuh, SEASAT

returns fi'om dw same rough surface will create wave-

[brms that are more than 100 range bins wide. T1]e range-

bin size of bmh syswms is simil,u due to the equivalent

pulse widths lint this significant difference in the wave-

form width or length of the trai]iug edge makes lll.e t\vu

returns appear very different.

Anod]er cause for the differences between ttae airborne

and satellite waveform shapes is the effects of rms surface

slope, s, on the ahimetcr wavelbrm. Figure 15a shows the

effects of varying s on the AAFE return waveform for a

constant ahimdc of i-00m. Once the rms surface slope

approaches the same order of magnitude as the AAFE

beamwiddl, the wavcform achieves its maximum width or

the return is a full wavefiwm. The occurrence of rms

surface-slope values on the order of 15.6", however, is very

unlikely and therefore surtZace scatwring alone cannot

produce a full wavcform for the AAFE altimeter..ks

Figure 15b shows, the SEASAT returns approach a

Fig,. 14. Resul5 _f lke combined su_face and Rwleigh

colume-scallering model fit to A:tFE return wav_)rms

fro., a,_ d_,-._o_,, zo,,_ of t1,_ C,_e,,l_,,d i_ _/,_{. (_)
Values of rms surface aeight, cq,, (b) l'alues of rms

s.,f_ce ._lope.s.

the surface-scattering model of Equation (l 5). This shows

that, although Ra>leigh volume scauering alTects returns

fiom the dry-snow zone, a surface-scattering model can be

used tbr rms surt_acc-height measurements, since the

leading edge of the waveform is always due to a surface

return. Values of s, on the other hand, cannot be

obtained using the surface-scattering model in the dry-

snow zone. The combined model, however, allows part of

the trailing edge to be attributed to s and part to a,

resuhing in reasonable values of rms surface slope, such as

those shown in Figure 14b. This model, however, does not

take into account slope-induced error and mispointing

angle of the aircraft, and therefore some of the data points

ma) be biased slightly higher than expected.

3. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

:ks Figures 1 and 6 showed, the shape of the AAFE

aiH)orne-altimeter waveforms differs significantly from

satellite returns from the Greenland ice sheet. One reason

for this difference is the significantly smaller footprint of

the airborne instrument. The AAFE altimeter has a 15.6"

3dB beamwidth and a 2.77ns compressed pulse width

and, as a result, when the aircraft altitude is 400m, its

pulse-Iimited footprint is less than 20m and its beam-

limited fi_otprint is less than 125m. A reflective surface

that is rough enough to reflect power back to the radar

even at the farthest extent of the beam-limited fnotprint
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maximum width or a full wavef'orm when the rms surface

slope exceeds 1.6 °, but tile A.\FE returns will not be fldl

until s exceeds I3.6 _. Since tilt" rms sttrP, tce slope on tllc

Greenland ice sheet is usually less than a flu degrees, the

effects of volume scattering on the trailing edge of the

AAFE waveform arc easy to see. The SEASAT satellite-

altimeter returns, on the other hand, are tyl)ically full

wavcfiwms and the effecls of volume scatlering Oll the

trailing edge are less evident.

.\ third cause of tile differences in waveform shape is

that the area ¢5 tilt' satcllite-ahimeter footprint is over

2000 times greater than the AAFE airborne Ibotprint. As

a rcsuh, the deviation in surface ahitude of the ice sheet

across the satcllitc footprint can he much greater than

across the airborne-ahimeter fi)Otl)rint, causing a longer,

more gently sloping trailing edge in thc satellilc-ahimetcr

return. This also creates the double-ramp wavefiwms

reported t)y Martin and others (1983), which were nt)t

rec.r(h'd with the airborne A:\FE ahimeter.

Despite the differences in the airborne and satellite

waveforms, these models (,[" the diagenetic zones of

Greenland provide a belter unde,standing of how the

,adar-altimeter Ku-band 1)ulse interacts with the ice

sheet. In addition, these models allow important

geophysical parameters to be measured, such as rms

sur_lce roughness and slope in the ahlation and soakcd

zones, and attenuation and depth of penelralion in the

dry-snow zone. Although dw percolation zone is complex

and difficuh to model, the ground-truth data 1,/ken at

D',e 2 have helped in modeling this arca. The next slop in

understanding scattering in this region is to use a

muhiph'-scattering model to explain tlle complex radar-

altimeter wavefi)rms that are often obtained in the

percolation zone.

During thc next ['ew years, the NASA airborne group

will repeat many of the original flight lines ow'r Greenland.

Comparisons between dw t991 and 1993 resuhs and these

fulure experiments will allou changes in the geophysical

parameters of the ice sheet to bc monitored.
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